Week 4 - Tuesday
Sponsor Meeting
Sprint 7
Start: 5:00pm
End: 6:30pm

Agenda

1. Review Risks Document
   a. Learning iOS risk dropped.
   b. Added risk for OAuth client on mobile and its complexity given the web app OAuth was already complicated enough.
   c. Code to render the dotmap is very complex.

2. End of Sprint Review
   a. Reviewed the completed stories for Sprint 6, which had a lower velocity.
   b. Could have planned better with the stories, but Sprint 7 is looking better.

3. Plan for the next Sprint
   a. Apple Developer Account?
      i. **Almost squared away, should be ready tomorrow.**

4. Updates
   a. Some stories now need verification but are completed as far as functionality is concerned. There’s still some ongoing stories to finish by next week.
   b. Status of the mock OAuth server on linode and having Apache hosting 2 sites. Added port 8080.
   c. OAuth implementation still needs more testing but we have something.

5. Questions
   a. Push notification - list of steps to prepare?
      i. Right now a simple list, but Datto can give us specifics which can be added easily.

6. Misc
   a. Figure out issues with hangout call - permission issues.
      i. New one has been created. Hopefully that’ll resolve the issue.